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Online Electronic Proxy Vote Going on Now 

It is annual meeting time again.  We now have our electronic voting proxy available on our webpage. 
Please consider casting your vote electronically.  Our annual meeting will be held on Saturday,
January 23, 2016 at 5:30 PM in the basement of the main credit union office located at 5000 Urbana
Road, Springfield, OH 45502.  Proxies will be available to be mailed out if you so desire.  Please
contact any credit union office and we will be able to provide you with a paper based ballot. 
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Hidden Costs to Consider When Buying a New Car
The sticker price doesn’t tell the whole story

Congratulations! You’ve found your perfect car, and the asking price is within your budget. Don’t
celebrate too early, however, as there are many fees and hidden costs associated with purchasing a
new car that you may not have considered—and you may even have to pay them up front. Don’t get
caught off guard. Check out some of these common costs that buyers often fail to consider
beforehand, so you know what to expect at the dealership. 

Fees

While these will vary based on state and type of car (new or used), these costs can be quite costly.
For example, a destination and delivery fee can run you anywhere from $500 to $1,000, depending on
the manufacturer, and that is a bill that must be paid before the car is removed from the lot. Other fees
include:

Vehicle registration

Title

License

Documentation

Compliance

Emissions testing

Floor plan

Advertising

Dealer preparation

These fees can easily
nickel-and-dime you into a stupor.
According to Kelley Blue Book, the
federal government requires that
many of these fees be itemized on
the sticker price. If a fee is listed,
there is no getting around it. However, take a good look at the paperwork before you sign anything. If
you see something that looks negotiable, try insisting on the fee’s removal. It never hurts to attempt
the fine art of haggling.

Another non-negotiable cost—technically not a fee but a huge expense that must also be paid up
front—is sales tax. Even worse, incentives are taxed in 30 of the 50 states, meaning that if you are
offered a customer cash rebate (through the manufacturer, for instance), you are still charged tax on
the purchase price before the rebate is applied. So be prepared for that number to be higher than you
may have expected.

Add-ons

Although add-on features such as leather seats and a sunroof are already included in the price of the
vehicle, beware of the upsell. Keep in mind that the finance manager is still an employee of the
dealership, so his or her goal is always to increase the sale.

Michael Caudill, an auto expert who owns Driven Public Relations out of California, stresses to U.S.
News and World Report that consumers should not take the bait.

“I always like to tell consumers that the finance manager is simply another salesperson at the
dealership. They just happen to have a different title,” Caudill says, cautioning against extras like credit
insurance, extended warranties or prepaid oil changes that will add to the cost of financing your car.

Finance charges











You’re already taking out a loan for tens of thousands of dollars for a new or new-to-you vehicle, but
it’s easy to forget that you will actually be paying thousands more in loan interest over the duration of
your loan. That said, it is best to do your homework on financing rates before you head to the
dealership, or even secure your loan first.

Buying the wrong car

Getting a vehicle history report from a reputable source like Carfax is always a good idea, so you know
ahead of time if the vehicle’s had multiple owners or if the odometer reading seems legitimate.

“We estimate more than 1 million cars are on the road right now with an odometer rollback,” Chris
Basso of Carfax says in U.S. News and World Report. “The cost of buying one of these cars is, on
average, $4,000. That figure represents a combination of lost value and, perhaps more important,
repair costs that the buyer will likely incur sooner than expected.”

Furthermore, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that households in America spend an average of
$2,132 a year on car repair and maintenance, but with an unreliable car you are likely to spend more.

Buyers could drive themselves crazy thinking about all the hidden costs of purchasing a car,
wondering if there are even more than just the ones discussed here or fretting about being able to
cover the interest charges or repairs. But now that you are a more-informed buyer, you are already
one step ahead of the game.
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One Simple Change That Can Help You Save More
for Retirement
How getting on the same page with your adviser can work wonders

News flash: You will probably run out of money during retirement. This realization is sad but true.
According to the Federal Reserve’s Survey of Consumer Finances, the average working family on the
cusp of retirement age (55- to 64-years-old) has only about $104,000 in savings for retirement.

Pair that with the complex model of calculations done by the Employee Benefit Research Institute,
and 83 percent of baby boomers and Generation Xers in the bottom quarter of the income distribution
are predicted to eventually come up short of money. Even more than a quarter of people in between
the 50th and 75th percentiles in income distribution will likely fall short.

Currently, you may be going into
panic mode: “I need to save more
money,” you’re thinking, or “I
should invest more.” But those
thoughts do not take into
consideration what Eduardo Porter,
economic scene contributor for The
New York Times, believes to be “a
critical driver of unpreparedness.”
That is, Wall Street is bleeding
savers dry, he says.

The answer

Instead of simply saving more, put
more accountability on the
investors. Ensure the interests of
investment advisers and their
clients are thoroughly aligned.

To make a long story short, actively
managed mutual funds are extremely costly. There are expense ratios, transaction costs, distribution
costs and more that add up to a cost of 2.27 percent each year, states the Financial Analysts Journal.
On the other hand, the total fees for a passive index fund like Vanguard’s Total Stock Market Index
Fund are merely 0.06 percent a year. The difference for the family with $104,000 in savings is $236
additional just for that year, not even counting the savings for the 30-plus years leading up to that.

“If there is an industry [rife] with conflicts of interest, it is the financial conglomerates that advise
Americans on investing these savings,” Porter summarizes. “Yet nobody was paying attention to the
safeguards that might be needed when corporate retirement funds managed by sophisticated
professionals were replaced by individual 401(k)s and Individual Retirement Accounts.”

Porter reports that actively managed IRAs are a huge source of profit for Wall Street. Workers roll
more than $300 billion worth of 401(k) balances into IRAs each year.

The United States Department of Labor proposed imposing fiduciary responsibility on IRA advisers
but was met by a “wall” of resistance. Whether or not a regulation is imposed by the government,
investors/impending retirees can take control of their futures by taking active roles in their retirement
funds. By not playing the investment “game” suggested by many advisers with vested interests, your
finances will likely be in a much better place—literally and figuratively—when the time comes to retire.
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Safest Ways to Send Money Online
Safety should always be a priority

By now, you have no doubt heard about or seen in action a mobile payment. The idea of paying
someone using just your computer or smartphone is relatively new, but there are already plenty of
options out there for consumers, and those options have been tried and reviewed by many consumers
and professionals alike. Here are some details on a few of the most tried-and-true options for sending
money online.

Venmo

Venmo is a free mobile app
(available for both iPhone and
Android) that allows users to send
money from their Venmo accounts,
bank accounts, and debit or credit
cards to another Venmo account.
In most cases, Venmo is fee-free to
use, and it is free to sign up. It also
includes security features like a
PIN-based login and account
notifications. There is a fairly quick
turnaround for receiving your
money, at 1-2 days, but sorry,
international travelers, it is for use
only in the United States at the
moment. Venmo can also be used
online.

PayPal

Probably the best-known and trusted of all the online money-sending services, PayPal is much like
Venmo (naturally, as PayPal owns Venmo), with transferred money being deposited into a PayPal
account.

“You can transfer money online or by phone to anyone with an email or mobile phone number using
the app, email or text message, but the recipient must have a PayPal account to receive it,”
summarizes Spencer Tierney, staff writer at personal finance website NerdWallet.

One advantage is its ability to transact with people outside the U.S., but it has a slow delivery speed,
at 3-4 days. 

Square Cash

This system is less complex in that you can transfer money only by using a linked debit card, and
money received automatically—and almost immediately—goes into that same checking account. It’s
quick, easy and free to use via the app (again available on both iPhone and Android) and online in the
U.S., but email transfers are a little more complicated, with the need to create web addresses,
Cashtags and more.

Google Wallet

Send money via Gmail with a single click of a “$” icon. Google Wallet is yet another reliable
person-to-person transfer service, complete with an app and an online version as well. It could take
anywhere from a few minutes to several days to receive your money, and you have to have a Google
Wallet account to do so, but many users forgive that inconsistent turnaround time because of Google
Wallet’s 24/7 fraud monitoring.

Direct transfers

Have you ever scheduled automatic bill pay online through your financial institution? That same
technology—Automated Clearing House, or ACH—processes the funds and directly deposits them
into another U.S. account, be it of a business or institution, or of a person. Fees depend on the











financial institutions involved, but ACH has a fairly quick delivery speed. As for security, well, you
know how many password and image recognition screens you have to go through to access your
account online, so it’s safe to say that your transaction will be just as safe.

All of these options use encryption methods to scramble your financial information during transactions.
New entrants into the online payment game are emerging every day, with social media companies like
Facebook and Snapchat recently throwing their hats into the ring. Because these social options are so
new, however, there is not much information available on their security features or advantages over
the aforementioned transfer techniques.

As with any transaction, checking with your financial institution is the safest first step. Contact your
financial institution today to see what options they recommend for sending money online.
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Top 10 Most Expensive Colleges
The priciest universities in the nation

Whether it’s your child, your grandchild or you who’s off to college, it’s no surprise that the costs of
going away to college have increased dramatically over the years—and will continue to do so. Some
colleges cost upward of nearly $50,000 for just one year of tuition—and that doesn’t even include the
cost of housing, textbooks and meals.

According to the U.S. Department of Education and the National Center for Education Statistics, the
average total tuition (excluding room and board) for the 2012-13 year for a full-time undergraduate
student for one year at all institutions was $19,344. For four-year institutions it was $22,261, and for
two-year institutions it was $9,180.

It’s easy to get sticker shock from
these skyrocketing prices, but it’s
important to know that many of
these colleges offer scholarship
and grant programs so that many
students do not have to pay the
hefty full price. According to the
National Center for Education
Statistics, for example, the average
student who attends Columbia
pays about $20,800 a year.

While it’s no surprise college prices
continue to increase, that doesn’t
necessarily make it any easier on
our wallets.

“No matter what you can afford,
starting [to save] is important,”
advises Adam Bashe, former managing director of Futuretrust, a college savings program. He also
suggests taking a look at your savings every year and increasing the contribution if you can (if you get
a promotion, if you inherit money, etc.). “If it’s $25, the next time you can’t go to $50, but you go to
$40 or $35. It’s a move in the right direction,” he says. 

The following schools charged the highest tuition and fees during the 2013/2014 school year,
according to the Department of Education:

1. Landmark College: $49,630 
A small private school in Vermont with a focus on teaching students with learning disabilities,
Landmark College has fewer than 500 students enrolled and has a student-to-faculty ratio of 6-to-1.

2. Columbia University: $49,138 
Located in New York City, Columbia enrolls a total of 27,000 undergraduate and graduate students.
With such a prestigious location, in addition to the price of tuition, dorms could cost upward of
$12,000 each year.

3. Sarah Lawrence College: $48,696 
A private liberal arts school in Westchester, New York, Sarah Lawrence is known for its high
academic standards, low student-to-faculty ratio and individualized approach to studies.

4. Vassar College: $47,890 
Situated in the heart of the Hudson Valley in New York, Vassar earns its rep as a highly selective,
residential liberal arts college.

5. Carnegie Mellon University: $47,642 
Founded in 1900, Carnegie Mellon University is a private school comprising seven colleges and
independent schools, located in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.











6. University of Chicago: $47,514
Known for being one of the most prestigious private colleges in the world, the University of Chicago in
Illinois wields academic, social and political influence. It has six professional schools and a school
of continuing education.

7. Trinity College: $47,510 
The second-oldest college in Connecticut (right behind Yale), Trinity is a private liberal arts school
located in Hartford, with around 2,300 students enrolled.

8. George Washington University: $47,343 
In the heart of Washington, D.C., this university was established in 1821 through an act of Congress
and today stands as the largest institution of higher education in the District of Columbia, with more
than 20,000 students.

9. Wesleyan University: $47,244
A private liberal arts college in Middletown, Connecticut, Wesleyan is known for being the top liberal
arts college in the country.
 
10. Tulane University: $46,930

Tulane is a private, four-year research institution in New Orleans, Louisiana. Its original purpose when
it was founded in 1834 was to be a public medical school, but the school grew into a comprehensive
university in 1847.

If you’d like to start saving for college as soon as possible—and if you have every reason to—give us a
call or stop by today to find out how we can help you.
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Auto Insurance Buying Mistakes to Avoid
Having insurance doesn’t mean you have to pay through the roof

Everyone knows that having the right insurance is crucial in the event of the unforeseen, but that
doesn’t mean all insurance is the same. A few helpful tips can help make sure you don’t pay more
than you need to. 

The first thing you want to do is
make sure that you have the proper
coverage. Some people sacrifice
the proper coverage to save a few
dollars, only to find they’re not fully
covered when they need that
coverage most. Simply put, the
cheaper policy isn’t necessarily the
best policy. You also want to make
sure that you understand
everything your policy covers. 

“Make sure you’re shopping apples
to apples and getting quotes based
on the same coverage that you
have,” says Lori Conarton, a
spokeswoman for the Insurance
Institute of Michigan.  

Not getting the cheapest policy
doesn’t mean you can’t find any
discounts. In fact, some insurance companies offer discounts for being accident-free or for having
specific features, like auto alarms or vehicle telematics, like OnStar from GM or Blue Link from
Hyundai. There are also occasional discounts for being a member of a group like AARP or even AAA.
You can always ask what discounts are offered so you can see what you may qualify for.  

Kiplinger magazine noted that setting your deductible too low is a big mistake too:  

“With low auto and homeowners insurance deductibles, you often pay more in premiums than you can
recover in claims. Low deductibles also encourage you to make small claims, which could cost you a
claims-free discount or prompt your insurer to drop you.”  

They added that raising your deductible from $200 to $1,000 can lower your premiums by as much as
40 percent. Just be sure to use some of those savings to build a fund in case you ever do need to pay
a deductible.  

As with any important decision, you always want to do your homework so you can be fully prepared. If
you don’t know your needs, you may pay too much or, as mentioned before, not have the proper
coverage. You also have to be truthful, as lying on your application can lead to a policy cancellation
and even a refusal to pay your claims. 

Auto insurance, as well as your life, health and other policies, is a crucial piece of your financial
well-being. Stop by today to learn more.
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How to Clean Your Vehicle’s Air Filter
Don’t buy a new air filter—just clean the old one

The air filter in your car acts like a shield against any debris that could travel into your cabin through
the air system. The filter catches dust, pollen, flying dirt and many other airborne materials that could
make driving a particularly unpleasant and sneeze-filled experience. Matters will only be made worse
if you suffer from respiratory problems.

Given their important role, you will want to make sure you have a clean filter at all times, as these
filters can grow very dirty and thus ineffective over time. However, new air filters can cost up to $50 or
more. Instead of purchasing a new one, consider cleaning the filter you already have.

Finding the filter

Before you can do anything else
with it, you first have to locate the
air filter. Most of the time, this
information will be in your vehicle’s
owner’s manual. If you do not have
your manual or if the manual does
not detail the filter’s location, try
searching online—there are
numerous guides and videos that
can help you find the filter. Most of
the time, the filter is easy to
access, inside a canister held shut
by a wing nut or clamps. Once the
canister is open, simply pull the
filter out.

Cleaning the filter

There are two general methods to
cleaning a filter. The first method involves washing it with soap and water; the second method requires
vacuuming the filter. Both have strengths—washing the filter will get it cleaner and ensure all of the
contaminants are removed, whereas vacuuming the filter is quicker and easier. However, both also
have weaknesses—if you wash the filter, you have to make sure that it is absolutely dry before putting
back in the motor, or it could damage the engine. On the other hand, vacuuming will not get all of the
contaminants out.

If you decide to use soap, CarsDirect.com suggests putting the filter in a bucket filled with soapy
water, then swishing it around and removing it. Shake it vigorously to get out as much liquid as
possible, then put it on a towel to dry. Give it lots of time.

If you are vacuuming it, CarsDirect.com says to run the vacuum over the filter for roughly a minute on
each side before removing any remaining material manually.

Cleaning the canister

Unfortunately, the filter is not the only item that requires cleaning. The canister that houses the filter
can get filled with dirt and contaminants just like the filter, so use a paper towel or soft cloth to wipe it
out, making sure not to leave any bits of paper towel inside. If you use water to help with this, make
sure the canister is absolutely dry before replacing the filter.

Replacing the filter

This is the easiest part of the process. After checking again to make sure that neither the filter nor the
canister is wet, simply slide the filter back inside, close the canister and secure it shut.

So there you have it—the process is quick and simple, and could potentially save you a little money. If
you are constantly sneezing in your cabin, if the air flow through your HVAC system seems impaired,
or if there is a persistent bad odor, check your air filter right away. For that matter, you should get in
the habit of routinely checking it once every year yourself. It is rather easy after all.
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5 Comic Book Superheroes That Should Make It to
the Big Screen Next
What should be the next comic book movie?

Comic book films have gone from a quaint little source of summer entertainment to a billion-dollar
machine that has dominated cinemas and box office records for much of the past five years. Industry
giants Marvel and DC have shown no sign of letting up: between now and 2020, there are no fewer
than 30 different superhero films in the works, including sequels for mega-franchises like “Guardians
of the Galaxy” and “Avengers” and first-time forays for characters including Black Panther and Captain
Marvel.

Still, there seem to be a few big names that are in dire need of their own films. Here are five
superheroes who would transition beautifully from page to screen.

She-Hulk

Commonly perceived as a
gender-swapped version of Mark
Ruffalo’s character from
“Avengers,” She-Hulk is an
incredibly interesting and complex
character who would work perfectly
as both a role model for young
women and as a harbinger of
justice in trying times. The
character of Jennifer Walters isn’t
merely a muscle-bound monster
who can bend steel at will; she’s a
highly intelligent attorney who
works to right injustice from within
the confines of the legal system. A
Charles Soule-written relaunch in
2014 emphasized She-Hulk’s legal
superpowers with whip-smart
writing and compelling stories, and
that same template would lend itself well to a unique feature film that is part-superhero spectacle,
part-courtroom procedural.

Ms. Marvel

Carol Danvers, the original Ms. Marvel, will be hitting the big screen in July 2018 under her
newly-earned mantle as “Captain Marvel.” Upon ascending to her new title, the Ms. Marvel role was
taken up by Kamala Khan, a 16-year-old Pakistani-American from New Jersey. With a beautifully
prescient view of the world—both fictional and real—and cracking, clever dialogue provided by G.
Willow Wilson, “Ms. Marvel” has stolen the hearts of readers and critics alike, resulting in the series’
first trade paperback earning the 2015 Hugo Award for Best Graphic Story. Translating Kamala to the
big screen would be a perfect means to capture the attention of a younger audience looking for a cool
and transcendent heroine.

Animal Man 

Despite being something of an also-ran in the greater context of the DC Universe, Buddy Baker
(Animal Man’s alias) has been the beneficiary of two of the most significant comic books of the last
thirty years. After toiling in obscurity for the first 15 years of his existence, Animal Man was handled by
the deftest of hands the comic book industry has to offer: writer Grant Morrison. While Alan Moore
was reinventing “Swamp Thing” and Neil Gaiman was breaking ground with “The Sandman,” Morrison
created a legendary 26-issue run that is notable for its reliance on surrealism and emphasis on
Baker’s life outside of the costume. Years later, “Sweet Tooth” scribe Jeff Lemire brought the
character back to its Morrison-lain roots with an unnerving and visceral tale that is affecting on a
number of levels. Either iteration would make a great contribution to the DC Films Universe.







Squirrel Girl

Squirrel Girl may not be terribly familiar to most casual comic book fans, but diehard fans know her as
one of the most powerful beings in all of the Marvel universe and recall fondly her legendary defeats
of ultra-powered baddies such as Doctor Doom and Thanos. As her codename implies, Doreen Green
has the unique talent of communicating with squirrels, as well as a prehensile squirrel tail of her own
and incredible leaping abilities. Creator Will Murray has stated that he conceptualized Squirrel Girl as
a means to break away from more serious comic book titles, and introducing an irreverent character
like Green would continue Marvel’s trend of balancing dark with light.

Black Widow and Hawkeye

If you enjoyed the first two “Avenger” films, then you’re likely already well familiar with Black Widow
and Hawkeye. In the case of the former, Scarlett Johansson’s assassin has also appeared in “Iron
Man 2” and “Captain America: The Winter Soldier,” meaning that she has featured prominently in four
films without top-lining a film of her own. Renner’s Hawkeye could also use a vehicle of his own to
capitalize on some of the charm that made Matt Fraction’s 2012 – 2015 run with the character so
entertaining. In order for both to be seen as more viable members of the world’s favorite superhero
squad, they both deserve their own films as soon as possible.

If there’s anything the last few years have taught us, it’s that there’s money to be made in making
superhero films. Bearing that in mind, it’s entirely possible that we’ll see at least a few of these films
made, hopefully sooner rather than later.
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5 Foods You Didn’t Know Contained So Much Sugar
Stay away from these five surprisingly sugar-laden foods

It’s no secret that the amount of sugar you consume affects your overall weight and belly size, but why
exactly is that? Men’s Fitness Magazine reports that people who eat too much sugar usually take in
more calories than they are able to exercise away–and it’s not just the obvious suspects such as soda
and chocolate that cause people to pack on the pounds. There are many foods that people eat every
day that contain more sugar than expected.

Jarred spaghetti sauce

Half a cup of Bertolli Vineyard
Marinara sauce contains 12 grams
of sugar. For reference, one
teaspoon of granulated sugar is
equivalent to four grams of sugar,
according to WebMD. So that
half-cup of marinara consumed
with your pasta adds three
teaspoons of sugar to your daily
intake. By contrast, the World
Health Organization advises that
your total daily sugar intake should
be between six and 12 teaspoons.

BBQ sauce

Bad news for grill masters who
think grilling is the healthiest
cooking option: the condiments
commonly used on grilled meats are also loaded with sugar. For example, two tablespoons of Sweet
Baby Ray’s Honey Barbecue sauce contain 15 grams of sugar, while two tablespoons of Bull’s Eye
Brown Sugar & Hickory contains 14 grams of sugar.

Bread

According to Cosmopolitan, eating packaged bread from the local supermarket is not as healthy as
eating fresh bread from a bakery or that you bake at home. Packaged bread can contain up to three
grams of sugar per slice, or six grams of sugar per sandwich. Fresh bread from a bakery, however, or
bread that you bake yourself, only needs a smidgen of sugar so that the yeast can be activated.

Yogurt

Yogurt can be very healthy, but that’s only if you’re eating the plain kind, suggests Shape.com.
Fruit-flavored yogurts, such as Yoplait’s Original Flavored Yogurt, contain seven teaspoons of sugar.
To enjoy flavored yogurts in a healthier way, WebMD advises creating your own yogurt flavors using
plain yogurt and fresh fruit, like berries and bananas.

Granola bars

Granola bars sound healthy in theory–and they can be if they are made with unrefined sweeteners,
like raw unsweetened cocoa or dates. On the other hand, one Quaker Oatmeal To Go Brown Sugar
Cinnamon bar contains 19 grams of sugar, and one bar of Nature Valley Oats ‘n Honey contains three
tablespoons of artificial sugar; both options are much too high in sugar for daily consumption.

The high sugar content of some foods, which many people assume are healthy, illustrates the
importance of reading the ingredients lists on food items before serving the foods to your family.
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